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We prove that every slender context-free
language is a union of paired loops, thus confirming
a conjecture of Paun and Salomaa to appear. A series of consequences
of this result are inferred,
most of them also left as open problems in recent papers about slender languages.

1. Slender languages
In a formal language variant of the classic Richelieu cryptosystem
(hiding the
message by shuffling it with some garbage text - see details in [7]), in [l], one
considers the slender languages, namely languages for which the number of strings of
every given length is bounded from above. Formally, let us denote by 1x 1the length of
a string XE V* (V* is the free monoid generated by the alphabet Vunder the operation
of concatenation:
the empty string is denoted by %). A language L is said to be
k-slender if card{wE L I/ w I= n} < k, for every n 2 0. A language
is slender if it is
k-slender for some natural number k. A l-slender language is also called thin language.
Such languages are useful in the cryptographic
frame described in [l] in the key
management:
in order to rediscover the message from the cryptotext, a key of the same
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length with the cryptotext must be used; if the set of keys is a slender language, then
only its grammar must be known by the legal receiver; by checking all the at most
k strings of a given length (only one of them is the key), the receiver can decrypt.
(Further details can be found in Cl].)
The slender languages have not only good motivations,
but they also raise interest-

ing formal language theory questions.
this area. One of the main problems

The papers [l-5] contain
about slender context-free

a series of results in
languages concerns

their characterization.
In [l] it is proved that every slender unambiguous
language is linear, and that slenderness
is decidable for unambiguous

context-free
context-free

languages, and it is conjectured that this is true for all slender context-free languages.
Then, in [4] the following characterization
of slender regular languages is given:
a regular language L is slender if and only if it is union ofsingle loops, i.e., it is of the
form L= Uf= 1UiUTWi, for some given strings Ui, Vi, Wi, 1 <i < k, k, a natural number.
It is conjectured in [4] that a similar characterization
holds for context-free slender
languages, considering
paired loops: a language L is said to be union of paired loops
(UPL, in short) iff, for some k 2 1 and strings ui, vi, Wi, xi, yi, 1 <id k, we have
L=

ii

{Ui”rWiXlyi

(

n>,O).

i=l

A UPL language is called disjoint union of paired loops (DUPL) if the sets {UiU1WiXryi
j n >O} in the previous
equality are disjoint.
Paun and Salomaa [4, Theorem 4.11 show that every UPL language is a DUPL
language. As every UPL language is linear and slender, and every DUPL language is
unambiguous,
it follows that every UPL language is a slender unambiguous
linear
language. The conjecture in [4] is that every slender context-free language is a UPL
language, that is a context-free language is slender if and only if it is a UPL language
(hence linear unambiguous).
This conjecture is then related to several decidability and
closure properties of slender languages ([4,5]).
We shall confirm here the conjecture in [4], and then we shall point out some of its
consequences.

2. The main result
Theorem 2.1. Every slender context-free

language

is a UPL

language.

Proof. Let LC V* be a k-slender context-free
language. According
to Bar-Hillel
pumping lemma, there are p, qEN such that every ZGL with /zI >p can be written in
the form z = uuwxy and
IrwxIGq,

(1)

vx#;l,

(2)

uvnwxnyE L

for all n 2 0.

(3)
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Consequently,

there is a (possibly

infinite)

set of indices

Z such that if we denote

L1={w4l4~P},

and, for every ill,
Ai={UiU~WiX~yiItl30)

for Ui, ai,

Wi,

XiyyiE

V/*3

UiXi#~,

IUiWiXi(

dq,

then we have

L=L1vLz,

where
Lz=u

Ai.
is1

Because L1 is finite, it is a UPL language.

Therefore,

it is enough

to prove that L2 is

a UPL language (a finite union of UPL languages is a UPL language).
Clearly, we can assume without loss of the generality that for all i, jEZ, i #j, we have
Ai $ A,.

and

Ai # Aj,

(4)

We begin by proving the following statement: if Z,, c I such that for every i, jEZO, i#j,
the set AinAj is finite, then the set I,, is finite.
In this aim, we shall prove the relation below (which implies that I0 is finite):
card(Z,,)d

k(q +

1).

(5)

We denote
IUiWiyi(=ni,

For every isle,

iEZ.

lUiXil=mi,

the lengths

ni, ni+mi,

of words in A, form an arithmetical

ni+2mi,

...

(6)

We suppose
that card(Z,)>k(q+
1) and take a
card(Zb) = k(q + 1) + 1.
Obviously, there are positive integers s such that
S > ni

subset

for all iEZb,

with lUiUlwiXlyil>S,

D=(s,s+l,...,

lb

of

I0

such

that

(7)

UiVlWiXlYi#UjV,“WjXj”Yj

for all n,m>O,
Denote

progression,

(8)
and IUjU~WjXjmyjI>S.

s+q}.

From (1) we have mi6q for all iel, hence, in view of (7) it follows that every
arithmetical
progression of the form (6) has, for every iEZ&, at least one element in D.
By (8) we obtain that for every teD and for every i,jEZb, i#j, if
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then
UiUrWiXlYi#UjUrWjXjmYj.

Consequently,
lengths
in

there exist card(lb)= k(q+ I)+ 1 different
D. This
implies
that
we can
find

strings from
an
integer

L with
tsD

the
with

card{weL
11w I= t} 2 k + 1, in contradiction
with the k-slenderness
of the language
In conclusion,
the assumption
that card(Zo) > k(q + 1) is false and (5) is true.
Consider now the set of triples

From

(1) it follows that C is finite. Let d be its cardinality

L.

and write

For every r, 1 d r d d, we denote
B,={i~Zl(vi,

WirXi)=(U*,U’p,Xj-)}.

It follows that I = uf= 1B, (in fact, B,, 1 <r < d, constitute a partition of the set I).
We shall prove that for every r, 1 <r < d, the set B,. is finite, and this implies that Z is
finite. In this aim it is sufficient to prove that there are no i,jEB,., i#j with Ain~j
infinite, because in this case for every i, jeB,, i #j, the set AinAj is finite (possibly
empty) and, by the statement proved above (relation (5)), it follows that B, is finite.
(Remark that when B,=@ for all rE{ 1,2, . . ..d). then L is finite, hence it is a UPL
language.)
Let US suppose
infinite. We have

that

there is rE{ 1,2, . ., d} with i, jgB,,

i#j,

such that AinAj

is

Aj= {ujV,“w,x,myjI m>O},
and with the notation we have introduced
we obtain mi = mj= m,.
Two cases are possible and they can be treated in the same way: ni > nj or ni < nj. We
suppose that ni d nj. Three cases arise:
(a) IuilGlujl and IYildlYjlt
(b) IuilGlujl and lYil>lYjl,
(c) l~il~l~jl and IYildlYjl.
Because case (c) is analogous to (b), we shall discuss only cases (a) and (b). The cases
x, = A or u, = 3, can be treated in the same way as the case when x, and u, are nonempty,
so we enter into details only for x,.#A #u,.
(a) The equality
mYj,

UiU:W,X:yi=UjU,mW,X,

holds for infinitely many
x,/I, 6, YE I/* such that
Uj=UiU:X,

(9)

values of n and m. This implies

Yj=Yxr

m’

Yi>

u,=afl=pa,

that there are n’, m’E N and
x,=6y=y&

(10)
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Without loss of the generality, we can suppose that n’ dm’. We can find no, moE N
satisfying (9) and with no > max(n’, m’) (in this aim we can separate the left side and the
right side, respectively,

from the following

relation).

We can write

UiV, no W,X~“Yi=UjV~OW,X~OYj,

and, by (lo), we get
UiV,

Because

no

W,X,

no

yi=UiV:‘tlV~W,X~“yX~‘yi.

n’<m’, it follows that
IUiV:"I>IUjOYol,

hence
~‘+~o~~o-~o-n’W,X~~Yi~Uiv~‘+m0aW,YX~o+m’-no~~0yi.
ui vr

Consequently,
v:O-mO-"'W,=(XW,YX~O+m'~nO,
(11)

AS ni < nj implies no > mo, we have m’ + m. -no <m’ and, in view of (1 l), we can write
the set Aj in the following way:
Aj={UjV~W~X~_Vjl

=

f>O}

{UiV~‘“V~WlXEyX~‘yi

I G DO}

= {Uiv~‘+~~W,“I’X,m’+~~-~~X~~-~~X~yiI eao>
= {UiU:‘+/v:O-mo-“‘W,Xl+no-moyi

I /a()}

~{U~V~+no~moW,X~+no~mo~~~~~O}~A~.

there are n’, m’E N and c(,fl,6, YE V* such that

(b) Similarly,
Uj=UiV:‘cI,

From

m’

Yj2

v*=ZP=px,

x,=6y=y&

(12)

we take no, moE N with m. > max(n’, m’) and

As previously,
UiV,

Yi=Yxr

no

W,X~“Yi=UjV~oW~X~oYj.

(12) we get
UiV,

noW,X, noYX, m’yj=lliV~EVr n’

m”W,X,moyj.

Because

we can write
no

no+m’-moX, Inayj=UiV~“V~+“‘-“octW~X~yj.

uivr wrYxr

Consequently,
(13)
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n’ B n’ + m. -no,

the set Aj can be written,

using (13), in the following

way:

Aj={UjU~W~Xf~jl?!>O}
={uiv:'av:W,X:.yjIe~O)

Thus, we have proved that ni < nj implies Aj E Ai. Similarly,

ni > nj implies Ai c Aj.

However, as both these possibilities are excluded by the assumption
(4), we obtain
a contradiction
which appears from the hypothesis that there are i, jEB,, i#j, such
that AinAj is infinite. Therefore, for all i, jEB,, i#j, the set Ai”Aj is finite (possibly
empty).
In conclusion,
proof.
0

B, is finite, which implies

that I is finite, and this concludes

the

3. Some consequences
Let us denote, as in [4], by SLx the family of slender languages in a given family X;
let LIN, CF be the families of linear and of context-free languages, respectively.
The following consequences
of Theorem 2.1 have been already pointed out.
Corollary

3.1. SLLrN=SLcF

and SL cF contains only nonambiguous

languages.

Various closure properties
of families SL x, with X in Chomsky hierarchy, are
established in [SJ, but the closure of SLc- under morphisms, intersection
and init, are
left open. (Denoting
by [cz] the integral part of a rational number CI, init,
is the
prefix of WE V* of length [I WI/t], t being a positive integer. Then, for a language
LC V*, we define init,(L)=(w,~w=w,w,...
w,y~L, Iwil=[lwl/tl,
O<lyl<t}.)
HOWever, it is noticed in [S] that the positive answer to the conjecture in [4] implies the
closure of SLcF under all these three operations. For morphisms and init, the result is
an obvious consequence
of Theorem 2.1, because the morphic image of a UPL
language
is a UPL language,
too, and the same is true for the operation
init,.
Therefore,
Corollary

3.2. The family

The argument for
and because we have
closed under a given
we prove this result

SLc- is closed under morphisms

and init,, t > 1.

intersection
is ommited in [S]. Because it is not at all obvious,
here an interesting situation when a family X of languages is not
operation (CF is not closed under intersection), but SLx is closed,
in some detail.
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Theorem 3.3. The family SL,-- is closed under intersection.
Proof. Let L1, L, E V* be two languages
are unions

of paired

in SL,--. According

to Theorem

2.1, L1, L2

loops, hence we can write

LIZ (J Ai,

for Ai={UiUrWiXrYiIn~O},ui,vi,Wi,Xi,Yi~V*,

i=l

L2= 0 Bj,
j=

for Bj={u;v~mw~x~my~ImBO},u~,V~,wJ(,x~,y~EV*,

1

Therefore,
L,nL2=

,j

ii

(Air\Bj).

i=lj=l

Thus, it is sufficient to
If Ai”Bj is finite, it
infinite. We distinguish
strings Xi, Ui or xi, vi is

prove that for every i, j as above, AinBj is a UPL.
is trivially UPL. Suppose that for some i, j the set AinBj is
more cases, depending on the fact whether or not one of the
empty or not. Denote

r=card{z~{Ui,xi}

IZ#~j:

s=card{z~{u~,x~}~z#)l}.
Because we have 1 d r d 2, 1 d s d 2, we obtain
(a) r=s=2,
(b) r=2, s= 1,
(c) r=l, s=2,
(d) r=s=l.

four cases:

The cases (b) and (c) are analogous and (d) will be covered
hence we shall consider in detail only cases (a) and (b).
(a) (All Ui, Xi, u;, xi are nonempty.)
The equality

by the argument

for (a),

UiUIWiXlyi=UsU;mW~X~my~

holds for infinitely
(fl0,m0),

many

n, ma 1,

(nl,ml),

(fl2,m2), . . .

Because 1Ui 1,Iui / and Iyi I,1yj I are finite, there are some constants
conjugate of uiq and xp is the conjugate of xy .
Take kc, such that
l~il<I~~I+(~ko-l)I~~l,
IU~I~IUiI+~n~~~l~luil~
IYil <IV;1 +(mk,-IY~I<IYiI+(nk~-l)lxiI.

l)lX>l,

p, q such that up is the
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For every k > ko, we have
ui IJl”+I, xr” xpyi = ujuli”” q @Jj’_qQ+
qy;.
If we take

p, q

the smallest

mk+

nkfl-nk=P,

This implies

integers

with these properties,

then for k > ko, we have

1 -mk=q.

that we can rewrite

the set AinBj

A~nBj=CU(U~V~“‘(V~)“Wi(X~)nX~*“yi~

in the following

way:

n~O},

where C is the finite set {ZEAinBjI l~l<l~iVr”~WiXr’“yil}.
a UPL language.
(b) (Vi, Xi, vi are nonempty,
xi is empty.) The equality

In conclusion,

Ai”Bj

is

uiv~wix~yi=U~v~mw~y~
holds true for infinitely
hm),
Following

many

hmd,

a similar

pairs n, m,

@2,m),

argument

...

as above, we take k. such that

I~~I<Iu~I+(~~“-~)Iv~I,
Iu;I<IuiI+(nk,-l)IviI,

lYil~Iw~Y~l+~m~~~l~lv~l~
Iwj’yiI<IyiI+(nk,-l)IxiI.

Similarly, there are p, q, ~-EN such that VPis the conjugate of vj’”and xf is the conjugate
of vj’*.Taking p, q, r the smallest with these properties, for all k > ko, we obtain
nk+l-nk=P,

hence we obtain

mk+l-rnk=q+rT

again a writing of A@,

as above, and this completes

the proof.

q
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